to reject evolution. However, in both social conflicts, evolution can be applied as a force for fairness, with men equal to women, and all men created equal, with that verb used loosely.
By the time 20th-century Southerners embraced their heritage to the point of calling themselves Neo-Confederates, the "problem" of evolution was not one of scientific veracity. Moran considers regionalism the third major thorn in the side of American progress. Not only did Northerners portray Southerners as rural and intolerant, but also, the South embraced the role with rampant anti-intellectualism. Isolationism was taken to the extreme, with racism, sexism, and religion leading to a South dominated by anti-evolutionist, white Christian males.
While YouTube clips featuring confident scientists running circles around anti-evolutionists abound, it is hard to say whether the picture that Moran paints is reassuring or not. On one hand, there is an odd comfort in knowing that there is a history of backlash that should be able to be quelled with enough modern thinking in terms of civil rights and forward thinking. On the other hand, one may be concerned that this ideology may be too entrenched to confront, at least in the classroom.
According to Moran (among others), the classroom is the battleground for this conflict. It is unclear what "genesis" he is referring to in the title of his book. Maybe the earnest confrontation of anti-evolutionist attitudes is setting the scene for a cultural revolution. Groups like the National Center for Science Education are now the watchdogs not only for fighting anti-evolutionism, but also for promoting reasonable science education. The Internet is ablaze with science blogs in the same vein; Moran even cites the Flying Spaghetti Monster, Bobby Henderson' s inane character during an Intelligent Design flare-up in the 1980s. Would there have been a similar long-lasting skirmish over gravity or atomic theory, given the cultural influences? Considering the stubbornness of the anti-scientific opposition, one may conclude so. American Genesis is a fair presentation of the history of the "controversy" that is evolutionary theory. Seeing no need to address a debate over the science, Moran delves deep enough into the history to make a convincing case for a strident ideological wedge -the one that the Discovery Institute hoped to drive between Americans of all different backgrounds, regardless of intellect. His book belongs on the shelf of every science teacher and professor in this country, to remind us of the struggle that continues to lead us to fight for everything from curricular standards to open-minded students. Can we model scientific practice better through conscientious course design and lecture strategies? Transformations is an up-todate source book that addresses this question with teaching ideas drawn from the primary literature of the scholarship of teaching and learning (SoTL) and accumulated teacher lore in biology. This book starts from the uncontroversial premise that more active-learning approaches will promote learning in biology courses, but extends this premise toward course engagement and self-reflection about how we interact with our students.
E. J. Karetny
The authors have reprinted a series of features they published in CBE-Life Sciences Education. These features, arranged thematically, are intended to be used as independent segments for faculty who want to tool up on particular topics or practices. The volume opens with seven techniques for boosting active learning in lectures, briefly introduced in order of increasing prep time for the instructor. Several of these techniques -especially problem-based learning (PBL), peer-teaching, and cooperative learning -are elaborated upon in later chapters. The second group of chapters outlines ideas about course design, assessment, and content standards, and the reader is directed to more in-depth sources on those topics.
For me, some of the most interesting ideas were from the section about student engagement, particularly the chapters about developing cultural competence as well as the practice of framing scientific content with historical or cultural perspectives in order to engage students. Their discussion of cultural competency offered starting points for faculty to self-reflect about our attitudes when working with students whose backgrounds differ from our own. Some of the practices introduced there may stop students from underrepresented groups from switching away from science because they don't see themselves as belonging to the scientific culture.
The final chapters emphasize teaching scientists' ongoing development in scientific education. Many of these ideas are attainable by a single faculty member, such as exploring the literature of SoTL or developing partnerships with teachers in P-12 settings. Some chapters are more polemical in nature, particularly in regard to developing the teaching skills of biology graduate students as a systematic element of their training. Surprisingly, offices of teaching and learning that are dedicated to faculty development get no mention in this section.
Even with the authors' stated goal of producing stand-alone chapters, I would have preferred more integration across the volume. For example, three fine short chapters about questions in class, student talk, and evaluating answers could have been integrated into a single cohesive unit. The citations also reflect this lack of integration -features the authors had written (often summaries of the primary literature of SoTL) are cited as standalone publications in this book, despite also appearing as chapters in the volume. Sometimes the references are even contradictory: for example, student-group projects are introduced offhandedly in chapter 1 as a way to promote active learning, but in an expanded treatment in chapter 13 this model is revealed to be quite intensive in terms of preclass planning and ongoing coordination by faculty.
Some practices and resources get very short shrift. The authors basically do not stray into the laboratory at all. I think that the proliferation of worksheet-based laboratory manuals has dulled the discovery aspect of doing science, particularly in the first-year or nonmajor experience. The inquiry-based practices of PBL or cooperative learning appear in several chapters, but they aren't applied to the activities in the laboratory or the field. Some classroom-response systems are mentioned, but there is little coverage of other classroom technology.
As a teaching scientist, I know that I am responsible for setting the tone and the level of the learning experience of my students. However, something crystallized for me in this book when I read about how "students experience learning (p. 157)." Do students experience learning or do they learn? I believe that we should strive to guide students toward more scientific sophistication, but throughout the text the authors seem to attribute very little agency to students for their own learning. Overall, the strategies the authors present for modeling how science is done are quite good, but these feature articles and others are already available as a collection on the journal' s open-access website. More time spent to integrate these ideas for the reader would have made this volume an even stronger contribution in its own right. To answer this question, Brasier traces both the history of the Earth and the scientists who have studied her. He begins with a chapter where Robert Hooke is given credit for laying out "a kind of Microtopian vision, in which it is microbes that really rule the world" (p. 13), and continues through a dinner party with Charles Darwin, Charles Lyell, and Robert Brown to wind up with his own travels on the Sargasso Sea. Once he sets sail with the foundations of evolutionary thought, he cruises on to discussing ecosystem dynamics through the lenses of fossils and fossil hunters.
Coral reefs are the first port of call on the book' s voyage. The fossil history of reef building and collapse is used as a porthole through which the construction of the eukaryotic cell can be viewed. Protozoans, especially Foraminifera, convey the clues to this mystery. "Indeed no living or fossil shell shows this story -from tiny blob, through coiled tube, towards complex colosseummore clearly through the course of its growth than does one of my favourite little creatures, Discospirina" (p. 102).
The final destination requires an exploration of symbioses within Deep Time, leading to the conclusion that modern ecosystems may not provide the best reference point for eukaryotic cell evolution. "If this is a correct reading of the fossil record, it implies that no new kinds of organelle, and no wholly new kinds of algae, have been permitted to arise by symbiosis during the last 540 million years or so. Only in the preceding Boring Billion does the forging of wholly new organelles by symbiosis seem to have been possible" (p. 207).
Secret Chambers is as much an autobiographical journey through a career spent in pursuit of these questions as it is an attempt to put forth answers. The level of detail documenting the history behind the science is much more satisfying than the explanation of causal factors resulting in the evolution of complex multicellular organisms. For me to grasp Brasier' s proposal that the "Boring Billion" is at the heart of this transition requires more detail on the science of complexity and system collapse than he presents. However, I do like his analogies, especially the mangrove tree of life and his description of the relationship between a cell and its organelles as rooms aboard a ship.
The most useful part of this book for my high school biology class is his categorization of oceanic ecosystems into color-coded types. He ties the colors of the water (blue, green, and brown) with the cycling of nutrients in that ecosystem and the population growth of specific algal types. The stated aim of Nature's Compass is to provide an update on the scientific subject of navigation because "the last serious review for the well-read non-specialist audience is more than two decades old" (p. xi). You could read this book just for enjoyment (a "light read"), and it would be fascinating. But a lot of the interesting, complex information would almost immediately be forgotten because there is not a lot of repetition or emphasizing of main points -this is not a textbook. The authors' tone reads as a friendly conversation among highly educated people, not simple or overly repetitious. It is up to you to decide the highlights for your particular purpose. If your mind wanders, you can follow the conversation, but you long for the interesting details you missed. The wonderful thing about a book, however, is that you can back up and reread sections.
Randi Neff
The authors examine time sense and the multiple circuits used by animals, as well as time-independent work-arounds, recalibration techniques, and synchronizations. Then the authors turn to compasses, how time and compass combine with memory to permit piloting and inertial navigation, map sense, and the threats posed by humans to species that rely on navigation. "The twin threats of habitat loss and climate destabilization [over the past 25 years] lead many researchers to ask whether the elegant programing that enables migration might now be leading migrating animals into oblivion" (p. xi). The authors italicize the most important basic scientific terms and then define them and give examples (e.g., "Zooplankton, the minute drifting organisms in the sea that ultimately feed nearly all of the ocean' s fish" [p. 11]). Bolded subheadings divide the chapters, and the figure legends are clear and comprehensive. The diagrams are simple (all black and white, mostly line drawings) but effective, even for complex topics. There are no pictures of the organisms, but these are largely unnecessary as the authors focus on a subset of well-studied species: honey bees and homing pigeons (their own research organisms), sea turtles, and migratory birds. But many other species are woven in, including other insects, Bermuda fireworms, spiny lobsters, whales, mice, terrestrial flatworms, and even bacteria. They cover different habitats (the sky, ocean, and land) and spatial scales (from very short distances to across the planet), and a range of orientation strategies from simple to astonishing.
In terms of using the book as a reference guide, there is an index in the back. The layout of the chapters is according to types of navigational strategies; the focal species are mentioned in multiple chapters rather than in separate animal-specific chapters. To understand how a particular animal navigates, the reader needs to maintain her attention through more than a few pages (I found taking notes to be helpful). This format makes it harder to understand what processes a bee is using and so minimizes the use of this book for people interested in specific animals, but it provides a better overall understanding of general navigation (the stated goal of the book) and fodder for comparative approaches. Each chapter has an affiliated reference list containing both classic and recent papers. The preponderance of titles is pre-2000. The titles (mostly primary scientific literature articles, with excerpts from some science books) are arranged alphabetically rather than chronologically, so determining the most recent references takes a bit of effort. Unfortunately, there are no in-text reference citations guiding you as to which references would be appropriate for particular points.
Nature's Compass begins with the sinking of the 300-ton Portuguese merchant ship San Antonio in 1621. After this gripping beginning, the authors come back to that example again and again, adding new bits of information to compare human navigation strategies with those of other animals. "Humans too come into the narrative, though often as an example of what not to do" in terms of navigation (p. xi), as "humans have developed clumsy ad hoc strategies for navigating, and we will use these as models to understand what animals are doing with far greater ease and elegance" (p. 16). While this implies that the book will bash humans and laud animals from some utopian viewpoint, in reality the two are meshed much better and humans also seem interesting, albeit limited, compared with the other species. The book is peppered with interesting historical bits that augment the science and make snippets snag in your mind.
The amount of unanswered questions about navigation is surprising, considering how long this topic has been recognized as important. The authors concede what is known and what still awaits explanation, where research has been particularly challenging or is still incomplete. "Orientation and migration are conundrums that have been only haltingly solved. The challenge has been difficult because mechanisms vary not only between species, but within the same animal in different contexts and at different ages. Creatures are using the sun and stars, polarized light and color gradients, endogenous timers (daily, tidal, lunar and annual), landmark memory and cognitive maps, magnetic fields, extrapolated gradients, and more. They confound study by using cues redundantly, so that if we remove one source of information they simply switch to a back-up, making a shambles of our attempts to understand their abilities" (p. x). The authors point out that often the reason for slow progress in a field is the limitations of humans to concede that animals may be able to sense things differently, and perhaps more effectively, than we can. "We are guilty of condescending anthropomorphism, reading into other orders of beings our own blindnesses and computational limitations. Selection seems to have led to a variety of solutions to the challenge of finding home or other goals, recruiting sensory systems unknown to science before the navigational behavior of bees and pigeons led us to the discovery of such systems" (p. 33). I found the candor of the authors and their evident love for this subject and its intersection with human history fascinating and vitalizing. Introducing
